About Kookoolan Farms Beef Shares
April 2, 2021

Note: CLICK HERE to see current availability.
Note: email myfarmer@kookoolanfarms.com or call 503-730-7535 to order.
Note: CLICK HERE to preview how you will enter custom cutting instructions for a custom hindquarter,
custom front quarter, or custom half. Please DO NOT SAVE your instructions at this time - it is
confusing to our processor to receive cutting instructions too early. Reserve first. At the right time we
will email you this link with an invitation to enter your cutting instructions.
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What Cuts Will I Get?
Hindquarter (including our ⅛ package)
Front Quarter (including our two ⅛ packages)
Custom Half Beef (and our sampler ¼ or ⅛ packages)
How is it packaged?
How much freezer space do I need?
Nothing beats the security of a full freezer.
We want to be your farm!
We share your values
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What Cuts Will I Get?
Hindquarter
...holds the majority of the tender, fast-cooking, high-value steaks and is therefore the highest-priced
per pound. A hindquarter can yield porterhouse, tenderloin, t-bone, New York, sirloin, London Broil,
and round steaks. Or you could choose loin, tri-tip, sirloin, top round, bottom round, London Broil, and
rump roasts. Plus of course ground beef and/or stew cubes.

The loin section, in the hindquarter, has some of the nicest steaks - these can be t-bones
and porterhouse steaks, or if the bone is removed the same cut becomes New York and
tenderloin steaks.
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This is bottom round (from the hindquarter), hand-cut to beautiful stew cubes.

Custom hind quarter: you can choose which steaks or roasts, the thickness of your steaks, how many
steaks per package, which roasts, what size roasts, whether you want stew or kebab or stir-fry meat,
how much and what size pieces and what size packages, and you can choose the fat percentage and
package size for the ground beef. A hindquarter (or any beef quarter) requires about 5 cubic feet of
freezer space to store.
1/8th or 1/16th “Steaks & Burgers” package: no customization is possible. These packages include
tenderloin, New York, sirloin, London Broil, and osso buco steaks, plus ground beef. The steaks are
¾-inch thick and two steaks per package. The ground beef is about 80/20 lean/fat, and in one-pound
packages. Overall these packages are about 66% ground beef and 33% premium steaks. A 1/8th
requires about 2.5 cubic feet of freezer space to store.
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1/8 Rear “Steaks & Burgers” (half a hindquarter, standard cuts, no customization).
TYPICAL REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE 92 lbs hanging/billed weight @ $6.50, $598 total price, yielding
59.26 pounds of finished meat (65% yield). NOTE: “1/16 Steaks & Burgers” package is exactly half
this package, same cuts ratio, 11% higher price per pound.
HINDQUARTER SHARES HAVE MAXIMUM STEAKS. (T-bone and porterhouse possible on custom
hindquarters but not in our standard packages.)
CUT NAMES

WEIGHT (lbs)

RATIO OF TOTAL SHARE

About 36 X 1-lb pkgs ground beef
(target 20% fat/80% lean)

36.24

60%

About 14 pkgs total Steaks: New York,
Tenderloin, London Broil, Sirloin &
osso buco steaks (3/4-inch-thick, 2
steaks per pkg)

23.02

40%

59.26 lbs

100%

TOTAL (65% finish-to-hang yield)

As with all of our packages, bones fat and organs are available at your option and at no additional
charge.
$6.50/lb. hanging weight for quarter or eighth. $7.25/lb. hanging weight for 1/16.
●

Custom-processed hindquarter, about $1200 but can vary $800 to $1500

●

Standard “1/8 Rear/Steaks & Braises” package, about $600 but can vary $450 to $750

●

Standard “1/16 Rear/Steaks & Braises” package, about $325 but can vary $250 to $425

Front Quarter
...yields the silkiest roasts, and is the most cost-effective choice for ground beef. It also contains the rib
steaks (or prime rib roast). The front has the hardest-working muscles and generally slow cooking
methods are better than quick-cooking, with the exception of course of the rib steaks. Other cuts in
the front include chuck roasts or steaks, mock tenders, pot roasts, brisket, and ribs. These can be
processed many different ways: as roasts, as stew or stir-fry meat, etc.
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The front quarter includes the rib section, which can be cut as bone-in ribeye steaks as
shown, or boneless eye-of-ribeye steaks (sometimes called Delmonico steaks), or left
intact as a bone-in or boneless prime rib roast. The majority of a front quarter is the
chuck section, which is generally cut to pot roasts and/or stew meat.

Custom Front Quarter you get to choose your cuts, including which roasts and steaks, thickness of
steaks, how many steaks per package, size of roasts, whether to include stew meat and what size
packages, and fat percentage and package size for ground beef! S front quarter (or any quarter)
requires about 5 cubic feet of freezer space to store.
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Boneless cross-rib roast, cut from the front quarter.
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From upper left: This image shows the brisket (in two pieces) and all the boneless pot
roasts (about eight) from a typically-sized front quarter.

With our standard 1/8th and 1/16th packages no customization is possible:
Standard 1/8 Front/Roasts & Braises Package: cut to maximize roasts and braising cuts, and to
minimize ground beef and steaks. Overall it is still about 1/3rd ground beef, which is the smallest
proportion of ground beef in any of our standard packages. There is only one package of two ribeye
steaks, no other steaks. You’ll get brisket, about three pot roasts, and a prime rib roast; flanken-style
ribs, stew meat, and ground beef. Stew meat and ground beef are in 1-lb packages. Roasts are about 3
lbs each. A 1/8th beef requires about 2.5 cubic feet of freezer space to store.
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1/8 Front “Roasts & Braises” (half a frontquarter , standard cuts, no customization).
TYPICAL REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE 95 lbs hanging/billed weight @ $5.25, $498.75 total price,
yielding 62.54 pounds of finished meat (66% yield, bone-in roasts and steaks yield higher).
FRONT QUARTER SHARES HAVE MAXIMUM ROASTS
CUT NAMES

WEIGHT (lbs)

RATIO OF TOTAL SHARE

Roasts (3 pot roasts, 2 brisket roasts, 1
cross-rib roast, 1 prime rib roast)

24.24

39%

1 pkg of 2 Ribeye steaks, ¾-inch-thick

1.79

3%

5 pkgs Flanken Ribs

6.78

11%

3 pkgs boneless Stew meat

4.20

7%

About 22 X 1-lb pkgs ground beef (10%
fat/90% lean)

22.29

36%

Osso Buco steaks (AKA cross-cut
shanks)

3.24

4%

62.54 lbs

100%

TOTAL (66% finish-to-hang yield)

Standard 1/8 Burger Package: You’ll get three packages of two ribeye steaks each, cut 3/4-inch thick,
for about 10% of the total share weight. The rest is ground beef, about 80/20 lean/fat, in one-pound
packages, for about 90% of the total share weight. A 1/8 beef requires about 2.5 cubic feet of freezer
space to store.

1/8 Front “Burger Share” (half a front quarter, standard cuts, no customization).
TYPICAL REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE 82 lbs hanging/billed weight @ $5.25, $430.50 total price,
yielding 44.25 pounds of finished meat (54% yield, boneless shares yield lower).
MAXIMUM GROUND BEEF
CUT NAMES

WEIGHT (lbs)

RATIO OF TOTAL SHARE

About 35 X 1-lb pkgs ground beef
(target 20% fat/80% lean)

35.26

80%

3 pkgs of 2 Ribeye steaks, ¾-inch-thick

6.97

16%
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Osso Buco steaks (AKA cross-cut
shanks)
TOTAL (54% finish-to-hang yield)

2.02

4%

44.25 lbs

100%

Standard 1/16 Burger-Only Package: All ground beef, about 80/20 lean/fat, in one-pound packages.

1/16 Front “Burger Only Share” (a quarter of a front quarter, standard cuts, no customization).
TYPICAL REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE 41 lbs hanging/billed weight @ $5.25, $215.25 total price,
yielding 20 pounds of finished meat (49% yield, boneless shares yield lower). MAXIMUM GROUND
BEEF
CUT NAMES

WEIGHT (lbs)

RATIO OF TOTAL SHARE

About 17 X 1-lb pkgs ground beef
(target 20% fat/80% lean)

17

80%

1 pkg of 2 Ribeye steaks, ¾-inch-thick

2

16%

1.02

4%

20.02 lbs

100%

Osso Buco steaks (AKA cross-cut
shanks)
TOTAL (49% finish-to-hang yield)

All front quarter packages are $5.25/lb. hanging weight for quarter, eighth, or sixteenth. As with all of
our packages, bones fat and organs are available at your option and at no additional charge.
●

Custom-processed front quarter, about $900 on average but can vary $750 to $950

●

Standard "1/8 Front/Roasts & Braises" package, about $450 on average but can vary $375 to
$525

●

Standard "1/8 Front/Burger" package, about $450 on average but can vary $375 to $525

●

Standard "1/16 Burger Only" package, about $225 on average but can vary $190 to $260

We also offer a half, quarter, or eighth drawing the meat equally from the front and the back:
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Custom Half Beef
is identical to a front quarter plus a hindquarter, and is custom cut to your custom
processing instructions. Choose this option for maximum variety of cuts,
maximum control over how it’s cut, and best value overall. Requires about 11
cubic feet of freezer space to store. We do have a one-page flier with all the
details for a half beef, just ask! $5.25/lb hanging weight is an all inclusive
price, no additional or hidden fees for processing or for anything else. The price
includes kill fee, carcass disposal fee, 12 days of dry-ageing, custom cut and
wrap to your processing instructions (you can preview that process HERE by
stepping through the questionnaire with bogus answers, but please do not
save your instructions until I ask you to do, getting early or extraneous
instructions confuses our processor), labelling and freezing, bones fat and
organs at your option and at no additional charge. About $1800 total cost on
average but can vary from $1600 to $2300 depending on the size of the actual
animal. Yield varies with your cutting instructions: bone-in roasts and steaks
and higher-fat ground beef are choices that result in higher yield; boneless
steaks and roasts and leaner ground beef are choices that result in lower yield.)
On average, beef yields about 60% meaning that for an average 340-lb
hanging half, you can expect approximately 205 lbs of finished meat, not
counting bones, fat and organs.

SAMPLERs are available either as an eighth or as a quarter. The split quarter sampler is identically
equal to two “1/8th regular sampler shares,” or “half of a half,” in other words meat is equally from
the front and the back. This is our most popular option and includes a sampler of many different
steaks and roasts. Overall these packages are about 20% roasts, 20% steaks, 40% ground beef and
stew meat, and 20% miscellaneous cuts such as short ribs and osso buco. $5.75/lb hanging weight for
1/8; $5.40/lb hanging weight for 1/4. Samplers are standard-cuts packages, no customization is
possible.
●

Standard “Split Quarter Sampler,” about $1000 on average but can vary $800 to $1200. Any
quarter requires about 5 cubic feet of freezer space to store.

●

Standard “1/8 Regular Sampler,” about $500 but can vary $400 to $600. Any eighth beef
requires about 2.5 cubic feet of freezer space to store.
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1/8 Regular “Sampler” (NOTE: “Split quarter sampler” is exactly twice as much of everything).
TYPICAL REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE 89 lbs hanging/billed weight @ $5.75, $511.75 total price,
yielding 55.76 pounds of finished meat (63% yield). Our most popular package, MAXIMUM VARIETY
OF CUTS.
CUT NAMES

WEIGHT (lbs)

RATIO OF TOTAL SHARE

About 18 X 1-lb pkgs ground beef
(target 20% fat/80% lean)

18.78

33.7%

5 pkgs boneless stew cubes

6.74

12%

10-12 pks of premium steaks, ¾-inch
thick, 2 steaks per package,
assortment of Ribeye, Sirloin,
Tenderloin, New York, Osso Buco, and
London Broil steaks

15.66

28%

1 pkg Short Ribs

2.34

4.3%

About four total cross-rib, rump roast,
pot roast, brisket, and/or tri-tip
ROASTS

12.24

22%

55.76 lbs

100%

TOTAL (63% finish-to-hang yield)

How is it packaged?
Ground beef is vacuum-packed in tubes of BPA-free, food-grade plastic.
Because it’s packed under vacuum, all air is squeezed out of the beef, protecting
it both from oxidation and from freezer burn. The waterproof packages thaw
quickly in a bowl or sink of water. In our standard-cuts packages, these are 1-lb
packages. When you choose a custom quarter or half, you can choose 1-lb,
1.5-lb, or 2-lb packages.
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Steaks, roasts, and other cuts are tightly hand-wrapped in BPA-free,
food-grade plastic to protect against freezer burn, then wrapped in waxed
butcher paper and labelled with the cut name. (Butcher paper is not
recyclable.)
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You’ll always receive your finished beef frozen solid and packed in our
40-lbs-maximum-weight boxes. The number of boxes you actually
receive can be dependent on how large the animal was (your hanging
weight), how much of your share is bone-in vs boneless cuts, and how
much “extra stuff” you have requested (such as bones, fat and organs).
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How much freezer space do I need?
A half beef typically takes 8 boxes but may take 5 to 12 boxes depending
on the size of the animal, your cutting instructions, and how much “extras”
(bones, fat and organs) you request. A half beef typically needs 11 cubic
feet of freezer space to store.
A quarter beef typically takes 4 boxes but may take 3 to 5 boxes, and
requires about 5 cubic feet of freezer space.
Any eighth beef typically takes 2 boxes but occasionally 1 or 3, and
requires about 2.5 cubic feet of freezer space.
Any sixteenth beef takes one box, and requires about 1.25 cubic feet of
freezer space. A sixteenth can fit just in the freezer door of a standard
household refrigerator/freezer.

A quarter beef typically fills four of our boxes, and requires 5 cubic feet of freezer
space to store.
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Nothing beats the security of a full freezer.
Having a share of beef in your freezer gives you and your family an additional
and entirely different kind of feeling of food security. We discovered this during
the Great Snowstorm of Christmas 2008. We were not able to go to the grocery
store prior to the storm to stock up. But we had a freezer full of beef, chicken,
lamb, and salmon, plus a couple of loaves of homemade bread in the freezer.
We were snowed in for more than a week, and we never wanted for anything.
Then there was Portland’s Snowpocalypse 2016. Covid, social distancing, and
the February 2021 ice storm are just the latest in a long line of emergencies that
started hundreds of years ago and will never go away: the fact is, it’s just plain
smart to put up food to protect against future times when it may be more difficult
to obtain food. Whether you’re concerned about ice storms, pandemics,
earthquakes, or any other cause, being stocked up puts you in better stead. If
you don’t have one, buy a freezer. Kookoolan Farms can help you fill it with
thoughtfully-sourced proteins you feel good about.
With a freezer full of beef, you are ready for anything: stay-home orders, crazy
highway conditions, storms, natural disasters, or just having a regular flu and not
wanting to go out for a few days, you’re always ready to cook dinner, even
when you have last-minute company. In the case of power failures or
earthquakes, your unopened freezer will continue to keep your foods frozen for
about three days. And if you have a generator and can use it to power your
freezer for just one hour a day, your foods will stay frozen indefinitely.
Once you get in the habit of setting out meat from the freezer every couple of
days, you will marvel at the convenience of not having to go to the store all the
time – and you’ll save a bundle and eat better, by avoiding all those impulse
purchases at the check-out line.
We have personally tested our beef out to 19 months in the freezer with
absolutely no freezer burn or deterioration in quality or flavor. We’ve had
customers tell us they’ve had beef last four years in the freezer and still be in
perfect condition – we believe them, but we always eat ours faster than that!
When you have a freezer full of beef from Kookoolan Farms, you are ready
for anything!
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We want to be your farm!

CLICK HERE to see our beef video!
CLICK HERE to see our Beef Photo Album on Facebook with photos dating back
to 2007. Kookoolan Farms has been in business since 2005. You may have
seen us at the Hillsdale Farmer’s Market, where we were a weekly fixture from
2007 to 2017, or you may remember seeing our pasture-raised meat chickens at
the meat counter at New Seasons Markets. Although we are a small farm, over
the course of 15 years we have satisfied thousands of customers. Read what our
customers say about us on Facebook reviews, Google reviews, and Yelp
reviews.

We share your values
●

We practice Regenerative agriculture. We operate our farms and
pastures with a goal of improving the land every year, increasing its ability
to pull CO2 out of the air and put it back into the soil where it belongs.
Increased grazing animals on grass has become widely recognized as one
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●

●

●

●

of the fastest and most effective means of reducing global warming. At
Kookoolan Farms, we’ve been at it since 2005.
When you buy grassfed beef from Kookoolan Farms, you are directly
supporting responsible farming that keeps synthetic herbicides, pesticides,
and fertilizers out of our watersheds; you directly help to keep CO2 locked
in our soils; and you directly help to control erosion.
We’re concerned about the environment. Grazing livestock is an excellent
use of farmland in Oregon. Perennial pastures require little to no irrigation
or tilling, and when they are grazed by animals leaving “gifts of fertility”
all over the pasture all day, no other fertilization is necessary.
High-density grazing keeps the grass trimmed and the pernicious weeds
trampled without the need for herbicides or pesticides that run off into the
Yamhill, Willamette and Columbia Watersheds. Perennial pastures
sequester carbon, by some accounts ever better than trees do; the
plowing of fields (largely for the corn and soy fed to confinement feedlot
animals) releases far more greenhouse gasses than do cows farting.
Oregon’s Willamette Valley produces over 80% of the nation’s lawn grass
seed – grass grows really well here, nearly year-round, making Oregon’s
Willamette Valley an ideal place to graze livestock. Grass seed
production uses huge amounts of herbicides to ensure that when you buy a
bag of grass seed for your lawn, there are no weed seeds in it. Growing
grass instead for livestock pastures requires no herbicides. Grass pastures
and grazing animals thrive even where other crops can’t: in rough hills
and valleys and canyons, thin soils, and lands with no legal irrigation
rights. Unlike large feedlots with high concentrations of animals, pastures
can absorb all of the natural waste from grazing animals: there’s no
nitrogen burning or runoff. And pasture crops help prevent water erosion
in our wet winters. Our neighbor across the road was too late planting his
winter seed crop in autumn 2019; it failed to germinate, and with the
record amount of rainfall we received in the winter of 2019-20, the barren
field washed out, over-running the ditch, and spilling thick mud onto the
highway. The same winter, none of our pastures had erosion damage,
even the pastures that were completely flooded.
Kookoolan Farms operates on 100% solar electricity, generated by our
65-kW solar array on the property. All of our freezers and refrigerators,
all of our baby chick heaters, all the power for the farm, our Airbnb
cottage, and our home, is all solar. We generate surplus power that is
donated through PGE to Oregonians in need, estimated to provide a full
year of free electricity to three additional average size households!
Fair living wages, no one at Kookoolan Farms earns less than $15/hour.
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●

●
●

Gentle and humane husbandry from first day to last. “Our animals only
have one bad day,” and we do everything we can to make that last day as
pleasant as we possibly can.
No antibiotics, hormones, or other medications in your meat
100% grassfed diet:
○ Our cattle’s diet is based on free daily access to lush grass and
clover pastures as many days as possible, weather permitting.
○ We have a 100% grassfed program for both our beef cattle and our
sheep and lambs. This means the animals get mother’s milk until
they naturally wean, and then get pasture forage: the grasses,
clovers, and wild plants and brambles available to them in their
pastures.
○ In the winter when the lower pastures are too muddy to support
animal traffic and the grass is growing more slowly, we supplement
with grass hay, clover hay, and alfalfa hay. No corn. No soy. No
grain. No GMO anything. No artificial growth hormones or for that
matter any other kind of hormones. Peak grass season is summer;
haying is generally done in June and July. Grass grows fastest
between about late May and late September; when the grass is
growing fastest is when it provides livestock with the building blocks
to produce the maximum Conjugated Linoleic Acid (CLA), Omega-3
fatty acids, beta carotene, and vitamin D. This is also when all the
hays are harvested, and those powerful compounds are locked into
hays for winter feeding.
○ Our summer-finished beef graze directly on pasture; but in winter
our cattle are still eating that same summer pasture, preserved in
the form of hay, haylage, and sileage. We feed a rotation of grass
hay, alfalfa hay, alfalfa haylage, clover hay, and clover haylage.
This both encourages the cattle's appetites by providing variety,
and also provides the same flavor and nutrition found on pastures in
summer, giving us a consistent and delicious product year-round.
○ Our calves are vaccinated as required by law but do not receive any
other medications, including they do not receive any antibiotics.
○ Our pastures have never been treated with any synthetic herbicides,
pesticides, fungicides, or fertilizers in at least 40 years. When you
buy 100% grassfed beef from Kookoolan Farms, it is grass-fed and
grass-finished, our animals don’t eat anything else! (The exception is
that we use small amounts of whole corn for training: this is risk
mitigation for the scenario in which our herd breaks the fence, and
we have 40 cattle standing on the highway. That disaster is a lot
easier to manage when we can just rattle a familiar feed bag, and
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○

the herd comes running back home for a treat. Note also that whole
corn passes out the back end of a cow recognizable as whole corn
and essentially undigested and unchanged: it is not a significant
source of calories.)
Higher omega-3 and CLA compared to feedlot beef

This is the part everyone wonders about and is afraid to ask but still wants to
know. What happens on slaughter day?
●

●

●

●

We never truck our cattle to slaughter. Cattle are field-killed using a
licensed mobile slaughtering service. No stressful round-ups, no stressful
travelling, no stressful mixing with “strangers” from other herds and other
farm, no stressful holding in a feedlot. This is a crucially important value to
us, and is the reason our beef is not available by the piece in retail cuts.
For starters, our animals get practice every day. What I mean by that is,
every day, even in beautiful weather with strong pasture growth, we give
a bonus feeding of hay in the covered shed that also serves for
slaughtering. The whole herd comes in for their alfalfa hay treat, giving us
a chance to look everybody over and make sure that all animals are in
good condition: healthy and uninjured. They get used to coming into the
shed as part of their regular and familiar daily routine, and they look
forward to the expected treats.
In this respect slaughter day is like all other days: the whole herd comes in
for the feeding, and then we separate out those few whose “date with
destiny” is today, and we send the rest of the herd back out to the farthest
corner of the pasture, completely away from the noises and smells of
slaughter day. Those few “chosen” animals spend the rest of their time that
day hanging out in the treats barn, enjoying unlimited access to hays and
water.
All of our beef, and our half and whole lamb shares, are processed at The
Meating Place in Hillsboro. Their licensed mobile slaughtering service run
by Andy Turner is the best in the business - meticulous and careful. He
takes the time to line up his shot and it's a clean, humane, merciful kill
every time, done with care and intent. I have never seen him have to shoot
an animal twice. Andy is meticulously clean and hygienic skinning and
gutting the carcasses, which are then taken back in the mobile meat locker
to the bricks-and-mortar building in Hillsboro, where they are dry-aged
10 to 14 days in the brand-new, state-of-the-art meat locker at The
Meating Place.
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●

●

We work very hard to ensure our animals only ever have one bad day,
and we work very hard to make that day as good as it can possibly be.
Our animals are never trucked to slaughter or held in a feedlot: using the
licensed mobile slaughtering system means the truck comes to the animals,
not the other way around. Our animals endure no stressful truck drive, no
withholding of food and water, no stressful mixing and roughing it up with
“strangers” (other cattle from other farms) in a feedlot, and no
high-volume kill floors in a slaughterhouse.
When you buy 100% grassfed beef from Kookoolan Farms, you can be
sure that your meat comes from an animal whose last day was managed
with compassionate attention to detail, and that the meat contains a
minimum of stress hormones, and no bruising. “Custom Exempt
Processing” is the most humane and most hygienic way to slaughter meat
animals; the corollary is that because the carcass is not USDA inspected, it
is not legal to sell meat processed this way by the single package. The only
way that you can buy meat from animals so humanely managed on their
last day is to buy a fractional share directly from a farmer.

INSERT PHOTO OF MOBILE SLAUGHTER TRUCK HERE
●
●

●

●

●

Back at the butcher shop, that dry ageing (10 to 14 days for beef; 3 to 7
days for lamb) ensures tenderness and flavor.
The only “chemical” or additive that ever comes in contact with your meat
is clean City water to wash the carcass. There are no other ingredients,
period. No “pink slime,” no “fillers,” no added preservatives or color
enhancers, none of the myriad of other ingredients routinely added to
commodity meat.
We typically process six animals in a batch, because that ensures that on
the day our beeves are cut, The Meating Place is only cutting Kookoolan
Farms beef that day. That means there is no other beef on the cutting floor:
your ground beef, for example, only contains the meat of Kookoolan
Farms beef, there is never any mixing.
The Meating Place makes very few errors either in cutting instructions, or
wrapping and labelling, or documentation, or promised finish date. I've
been in the meat locker on innumerable occasions - it is always spotlessly
clean.
I've been in the cut room all day on several occasions when they've been
cutting my meat, giving me a chance to see all their systems in place. I
have full confidence that the animal I bring in is the same as the animal I
take out, and that only premium meat goes into the ground meats.
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●

●

The Meating Place is not an anonymous player in the background for us,
they are a key partner in the success of Kookoolan Farms, and a partner I
brag about to customers every day. Nobody does a better job on beef or
lamb than The Meating Place.
All our meats come with the 15-years-strong Kookoolan Farms guarantee:
you will love your meat, or we will buy it back and eat it ourselves. The
outstanding processing from The Meating Place is the #1 reason we do not
lose money by offering that guarantee. (No, the USDA retail cuts in their
meat shop are NOT from Kookoolan Farms. a) we are not that big, and b)
that would require animals to be slaughtered at a USDA feedlot.

Kookoolan Farms proudly uses The Meating Place in Hillsboro to process all our beef and lamb
shares. Brand-new, spotless, state-of-the-art facility, and highly skilled diverse work crew.

●
●

We dry-age beef for 10 to 12 days for tenderness and flavor
Unsurpassed food safety and traceability. Because you are buying a share
of a live animal, we can always trace your purchase to a specific animal,
and we always know which other families shared that animal with you.
Your beef share only contains the meat of that single animal, there is no
mixing with other animals. On processing days, our processor ONLY
processes beef from Kookoolan Farms, eliminating any possibility of
mixing or contamination. Honestly I’m surprised how rarely comes up
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from customers as a reason they’ve found us, but to me this is one of the
most important reasons to buy from us.
1. Salon magazine reports that even non-bovine meat scraps can be found
in ground beef.
2. The UK’s Daily Mail reports that 20% of all tested American ground
beef includes horse meat.
3. The Washington Post reports that the meat scraps of 100 or more
animals may be mixed in a single hamburger patty.
4. ABC News reports that 70 percent of grocery store ground beef
contains “pink slime."
5. Search for ground beef articles from Mother Jones, Women’s Health
Magazine, and Popular Science Magazine, for even more disturbing
revelations about commodity ground beef.
●

Kookoolan Farms offers a better system, two different ways:
1. Because every gram of meat in your share comes from identically one
animal.
2. Because we only sell custom exempt fractional shares, we always have
the names and phone numbers of everyone who buys our beef, and when
you buy a fractional share of beef, you are sharing an animal with no more
than 11 other households. In other words, if anyone ever became sick from
our meat, we could recall the entire animal with 11 phone calls and about
$3500. It is simply impossible for us to ever have a
25-million-pounds-of-ground-beef recall.
When you buy any beef share from Kookoolan Farms, you have an
assurance of food safety and traceability that is simply impossible to
find at any grocery store.

●

Locally-produced beef and locally-cut meat create good local jobs.
You’re already careful about how you spend your money, and you know
that every dollar spent locally gets re-spent seven times within the local
economy. Whole Foods, Costco, Fred Meyer, Albertson’s and Roth’s are
all out-of-state corporations, as are most other grocery stores. Some 85%
of all beef sold in the United States, including grass-fed beef, is processed
by only four multi-national corporations, the largest of which is
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●

●

Brazilian-owned and directly contributing to deforestation of the Amazon
rainforest. The days of independently-owned neighborhood grocers and
butchers are nearly gone. For every hundred dollars spent on Kookoolan
Farms grassfed beef, approximately 94 dollars is spent directly on local
wages: these jobs include the ranchers raising the animals, the farmers
growing and baling the alfalfa and hays, the farmhands feeding the
animals and raking the manure, and the meat cutters butchering and
wrapping the meat. Less than 6 dollars out of the hundred goes to
out-of-state vendors, including gasoline and building materials. When
you buy grassfed beef from Kookoolan Farms, you directly help to create
and maintain well-paying jobs for Oregon’s rural economy.
Local pickup either at our farmstore in Yamhill, or at our processor The
Meating Place in Hillsboro. Kookoolan Farms has been in business for
more than 15 years, and we no longer come into town for any farmer’s
markets or grocery store deliveries or restaurant deliveries or buying club
deliveries. The simple reason why not is – we don’t have to. We are
grateful every day that our loyal customers order from us again and
again, and two or three times a year make the drive to Yamhill to stock up
their freezer, so we no longer have to spend every single Sunday standing
in a farmer’s market.
We’re exactly an hour from downtown Portland; 65 minutes from PDX; 45
minutes from Beaverton; 35 minutes from the Intel campuses, 45 minutes
from the north side of Salem; an hour from Corvallis. No matter from
which direction you’re coming, it’s truly a lovely drive, and Yamhill County
exists in a beautiful time warp separate from urban reality. Every day
customers tell me how much they enjoyed the beautiful drive.

● Local delivery available through our partner Driveawayz.
●

Unmatched guarantee. We “get it” that it can feel scary plunking down
several hundred dollars to buy beef that you haven’t tasted yet. And
we’ve seen lots of farms come and go over the more than 15 years since
we started farming. All of our meats come with the Kookoolan Farms
guarantee: you will love your meat, or we will buy it back and eat it
ourselves. When you buy 100% grassfed beef from Kookoolan Farms, you
can buy with confidence that you will love your beef.
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Pick up your beef at the Kookoolan Farms farmstore in beautiful Yamhill,
Oregon, for a scenic micro-vacation. Or pickup in town at our processor
The Meating Place in Hillsboro, or choose delivery from Driveawayz.
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Beef rib section can be broken down to “Tomahawk” steaks with the rib bone left
intact, or can be trimmed to a prime rib roast, bone-in rib steaks, or boneless
“eye of ribeye” steaks. Steaks can be any thickness you choose, from a half-inch
to two inches! With a custom front quarter or a custom half, you get to choose.

Custom processing floor at The Meating Place. Note the shop is immaculately
clean. All workers masked and gloved always. Social distancing and good
ventilation in place always. Meating Place packs directly into Kookoolan Farms
boxes for minimal handling of your product. Kookoolan Farms is large enough to
fill a processing day with six beeves: on the days our beeves are processed, no
other farms’ beeves are processed. There is no possibility of mixing.
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Steaks, roasts, soup bones, and organ meats are double-wrapped in butcher
paper and sealed with our own Kookoolan Farms Beef tapes in navy blue. (Our
lamb packages have brown tape, making it easy to tell the difference when you
have both species in your freezer.)
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Every package is stamped so you know what cut is inside!

Simply put, when you buy in bulk, you save money. You can get premium 100%
grassfed beef with all the attributes listed in reasons #20 through #7 for less than
the price of commodity feedlot beef with large scale processing (for example,
current pricing March 2021 for a conventional/commodity/corn-finished
custom-cut half beef direct from large-scale Carlton Farms is $6.94/lb hanging
weight, compared to $5.25/lb for 100% grassfed, grass-finished, and
guaranteed from Kookoolan Farms).
If you’re comparing prices for premium 100% grassfed beef (not always
available!) from New Seasons Markets, Whole Foods, or other premium sources,
you will save a bundle buying from Kookoolan Farms. This table shows
benchmarking I did in 2016: our prices are still the same; theirs are not. How can
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anyone afford to buy individual packages at the grocery store at such inflated
prices over bulk??

CLICK HERE to see current availability.
Email myfarmer@kookoolanfarms.com or call 503-730-7535 with
questions or to order!

15713 Highway 47, Yamhill, Oregon 97148. kookoolanfarms.com
The Willamette Valley’s premier source for 100% grass-fed beef and lamb, organic-fed pastured
poultry, and sustainably-wild-caught seafood, In quantities for the home freezer since 2005.
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